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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a numerical solution to the equations describing Darcian flow in a vari-
ably saturated porous medium—a classical Richards’ equation model Richards (1931) [1]
and an extension of it that approximates the flow in media with preferential paths—a dual
porosity model Gerke and van Genuchten (1993) [8]. A numerical solver to this problem,
the DRUtES computer program, was developed and released during our investigation. A
new techniquewhichmaintains an adaptive time step, defined here as the Retention Curve
Zone Approach, was constructed and tested. The aim was to limit the error of a linear ap-
proximation to the time derivative part. Finally, parameter identification was performed
in order to compare the behavior of the dual porosity model with data obtained from a
non-homogenized fracture and matrix flow simulation experiment.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of predicting the fluid movement in an unsaturated/saturated zone is important in many fields, ranging
from agricultural via hydrology to technical applications of dangerous waste disposal in deep rock formations.
Themathematicalmodel of unsaturated flowwas originally published in [1]. This formula, usually identified as themixed
form of Richards’ equation, states that
∂θ
∂t
−∇. (K(θ)∇h)− ∂K(h)
∂z
= 0 (1)
where θ is the water content of a porous material [–], h is the pressure head [L], K(θ) is the unsaturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity function [L.T−1], z denotes the vertical dimension [L], assumed positive upwards, and the porous medium is assumed
to be isotropic. Appropriate constitutive relationships between θ and h, K and h, are also assumed.
This PDE can be generalized as a quasilinear elliptic–parabolic differential equation and as a degenerate convection–
diffusion problem. A proof of the existence of a solution is given in [2]. A technique for an accurate numerical solution is
published in [3]. One of the recent outstanding work presenting a numerical method based on a relaxation scheme to the
time derivative term and method of characteristics to the convection term is published in [4,5].
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In many practical engineering problems it is necessary to deal with an environment that cannot be accurately homog-
enized by a single set of porous environment parameters, due to systems of fractures and fissures. In order to improve the
approximation, dual porosity models have been extended and used. A conceptual double continua approach for fissured
groundwater systems was first introduced as early as 1960, in [6,7]. In order to simulate the preferential flow of water un-
der variably saturated conditions, a set of coupled Richards’ equations describing the transient water flow in each of two
subsystems was suggested in [8]. A different approach was recently published in [9], where the flow domain representing
the fractures is described by a kinematic wave equation, using a method based on [10].
A numerical technique for maintaining the coupled system of Richards’ equations was originally handled in [8]. A rec-
ommended approach based on a coupled solution produces matrices that are twice as large as the classical Richards model
and have some extra bands depending on a problem dimension. A domain decomposition technique for lowering the com-
putational effort is presented in [11]. The resulting algebraic system was subsequently partitioned in the time domain with
a staggered implicit–implicit partitioning scheme. The partition integration procedures were carried out sequentially for
the two subsystems, and coupled by temporal extrapolation techniques. Unfortunately for certain applications this method
may suffer from a numerical stability restriction [11].
When the fissure and fracture system is homogenized to a porous environment, an important task is to identify the
parameters of its unsaturated hydraulic properties. The suitability of direct gradientmethods for identifying the unsaturated
hydraulic parameters based on measurements is discussed in [12]. Generally speaking, in certain ranges, identification of
the unsaturated hydraulic parameters might be a non-convex problem with local extremes. Direct mathematical methods
have not yet been satisfactory solved in this field. In general, some stochastic approaches based on genetic algorithmsmight
bring desirable results. The application of genetic algorithms for identifying hydraulic unsaturated parameters has been
discussed in [13].
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate a numerical solution of a model describing the potential flow in a variably
saturated porous medium. This work consist of the twomain parts. In the first part (sections between 2 and the Section 3.4)
a classical model of Richards’ equation is retained together with a new techniquemaintaining an adaptive time step, defined
here as the Retention Curve Zone Approach. The aim was to limit the error of a linear approximation to the time derivative
part. The second part of this paper (Sections from 4 to the Section 5.3) discuss its extension—the dual porosity model. Its
numerical solution was based on results discussed in Section 3.4—the case study of the classical Richards’ equation model.
The dual porositymodel evaluation in Section 5.1 is based on calibrating to the data obtained from the numerical simulation
on a sample with discrete fractures.
2. Mathematical model of the single domain problem—a classical Richards equation model
This section presents the mathematical model commonly used to describe Darcian flow in a variably saturated porous
media—the classical Richards’ equation. This approach is suitable for flow environmentswithout any significant preferential
flow paths like fissures, fractures, etc. Unsaturated porous material properties were already described by a variety of
empirical laws, formulas, which can be attached to the original Richards’ equation from [1].
2.1. Governing equations
Darcy’s approach to groundwater flow is basically applicable for both the saturated and the unsaturated flow (moisture
movement), and considers the flow as diffusion. By an application of the unsaturated Darcy’s flow law to the mass conser-
vation law Richards’ equation is obtained [14]. Three standard forms of Richards’ equation are identified—mixed, h-based
and θ-based forms. In the mixed form, which was originally published in [1], see (1), both the pressure head and the water
content are the primary solved variable. In the ‘h-based’ form
C(h)
∂h
∂t
−∇. (K(h)∇h)− ∂K(h)
∂z
= 0 (2)
where C(h) = dθdh , is the specific water capacity function [L−1], the pressure head is the primary solved variable. In the
‘θ-based’ form
∂θ
∂t
−∇. (D(θ)∇θ)− ∂K(θ)
∂z
= 0 (3)
where D(θ) = K(θ)C(θ) , is unsaturated diffusivity [L2.T−1] and the water content is the primary solved variable.
Eqs. (1) and (2) are defined for θ ∈ (θr , θs〉 and h ∈ (−∞,+∞). θr and θs are the water content limits of the unsaturated
flow. Eq. (3) is defined only for the unsaturated flow, and thus θ ∈ (θr , θs〉. When applying the constitutive relation between
θ and h this equation solves only negative heads. This limits some technical applications, e.g. a positive pressure head as a
boundary condition.
2.1.1. Constitutive relations—unsaturated hydraulic material properties
The solution to Richards’ equation is based on knowledge of the relation between the pore pressure head and the water
content, the water content and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. The relation between saturation and unsaturated
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hydraulic conductivity is based on [15]
Kr(h) =
√(
θ
θs
)( ∫ θ
θr
1
h(θ)dθ∫ θS
θr
1
h(θ)dθ
)2
(4)
where Kr(h) is the relative hydraulic conductivity [–], andwhere Kr = K(h)Ks , where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity
[L.T−1].
An analytical formula (van Genuchten’s equation) describing the relation between saturation—mass and pore suction
was derived in [16]
θ(h) =

θs − θr
(θS + (−αh)n)m + θr , if h ∈ (−∞, 0)
θS, if h ∈ 〈0,+∞)
(5)
where θs is the saturation water content equal to porosity [–], θr is the residual water content [–], α [L−1], n [–], m [–] are
empirical porous environment variables, dependent on pore size distribution and shapes, θ is the actual saturation [–], h is
the pressure head [L], negative for unsaturated conditions.
An analytical formula to (4) was derived in [17] with restriction tom coefficient (m = 1− 1n ), but a standard numerical
integration techniques, e.g. the Gauss quadrature formula, gives satisfactory results without any parameter restrictions.
3. Numerical solution of the classical Richards’ equation model
A numerical solution to (1) and (2) is presented in this section. Although Eq. (3) offers outstandingmass balance behavior
it will not be further discussed here, due to its limits in its definition scope to negative pressure heads.
Due to a nonlinear nature of the functions (5) and (4) a special technique to maintain an adaptive time discretization
should be considered.
3.1. Numerical solution of the mixed-form equation
This numerical solution is fully based on [3]. A technique known asModified Picard Iteration was defined by Celia’s work
as follows(
1
1t
Cn+1,m
)
δm −∇. (K(h)n+1,m∇δm) = ∇. (K(h)n+1,m∇hn+1,m)+ ∂K(h)n+1,m
∂z
− θ
n+1,m − θn,m
1t
(6)
where δm = hn+1,m − hn,m, n denotes the actual iteration level and m denotes the node number. The variables of pressure
and mass are both directly solved, and therefore perfect mass conservation is obtained. Eq. (2) was used as a predictor and
(6) was the solution corrector.
The time derivative termwas solved by the fully implicit Eulermethod, and the spatial derivativewas solved byGalerkin’s
finite element method.
The adaptive time step is based on iteration criterion. Themaximal number of iterations per time step is 20. If this number
is exceeded solution is rejected and time step is decreased. If the amount of iterations is between 7 and 20, solution is
accepted, but time step is unchanged, if it is bellow seven, solution is accepted and time step is increased.
3.2. Numerical solution of the h-based form equation
This solutionwas partly designed in a non-recommendedway in [3]—the time derivative termwas solved by the standard
fully implicit Euler method, and the spatial derivative was solved by Galerkin’s finite element method.
The further recommendation from [3] was fulfilled. The classical finite element approximation of (2) might suffer from
oscillatory solutions. Such oscillations are not present in any finite difference solutions, which is explained by the difference
in the treatment of the time derivative term. This implies that the diagonalized capacity matrices are to be preferred. This
problemwas already treated in [18] for the heat conduction equation, with the recommendation to diagonalize the capacity
matrix.
The solver to (2) was constructed with a diagonalized capacity matrix as recommended in both [3,18].
The nonlinear coefficients K(h) and C(h) were calculated from the values of function h averaged over a particular time
step.
According to [3], an error in the solution of (2) occurs due to the following approximation
∂θ(h)
∂t
= C(h) ∂h
∂t
(7)
where, as mentioned above, C(h) = dθdx is the retention water capacity [L−1].
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Fig. 1. The retention curve is divided into zones with a selected maximal value of the error of the first-order Taylor series.
Eq. (7) is valid in its differential form, but not in its discrete analogues, which states as follows
1θ(h)
1t
≈ C(h)1h
1t
. (8)
This inequality in the discrete form is amplified by the highly nonlinear nature of the specific water capacity term C(h).
This leads to significant mass balance errors in the h-based formulations, because the change of mass is calculated using
discrete values dθdt while the approximation equations use the expansion C(h)
dh
dt [3].
An algorithm defined as the Retention Curve Zone Approach was designed to control an approximation error of (8) by
maintenance of the adaptive time step.
3.2.1. Retention Curve Zone Approach
The Retention Curve Zone Approach is based on the assumption that even if the error of (8) cannot be prevented, it is pos-
sible to limit its value over the retention curve, and thus over the range of themass balance changes in thematerial. Starting
with a zero pressure head value, a first-order Taylor series to the retention curve is constructed. An error function of this
approximation to the real retention curve is formulated. The bisection method is used to identify a point where this ap-
proximation exceeds the value of the user-defined maximal deviation (an error of this linear approximation, recommended
approx. 10−5). This point is used as the starting position for the next evaluation. Each point is stored in an array and acts as
a border of the zones.
Fig. 1 and the following formula describes the procedure
hborder,n : |θ(hborder,n)− T 1hborder,n−1(hborder,n)| − ε = 0
where θ(h) is the retention curve function, T 1hborder,n−1 is the first-order Taylor series constructed as a tangent to the retention
curve in the previous point, hborder,n is a recent zone border—the unknown value to be numerically identified by the bisection
method. It is the x-coordinate, where the Taylor series exceeds the user-defined error of the linear approximation starting
at the previous point, and ε is the user-defined value of this error. The aim is to reject a solution which would be beyond
the neighborhood zone. When a solution with a certain time step at a certain node falls beyond the neighborhood zone, it
is rejected, the time step is decreased, and a new solution is evaluated. If the solution falls into the same zone as that of the
previous time step, the time step is increased. If the solution falls into the neighborhood zone, the solution is still accepted,
and the time step is unchanged. Thus we can make the generalization that the length of the time step is dependent on the
retention curve torsion.
3.3. Case study
A case study was conducted in order to evaluate numerical solution to the classical Richards’ equation model. Three
different approaches were tested. Solution based onmixed-form a so calledModified Picard Iteration, see (6), solution based
on h-based form (2) with time step restriction as defined here as the Retention Curve Zone Approach, and a solution of
h-based form (2) without Retention Curve Zone Approach restrictions to the time step—this is exactly the form that is not
recommended in [3]. An adaptive time discretization for the last method was considered as for the mixed-form equation
(the iteration criterion).
The criterion of successful iteration for all of the three evaluated methods was a minimal relative change of a pressure
head h lower then 10−4 from the previous iteration level.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the one-dimensional vertical infiltration experiment.
3.3.1. Description of the case study
A simulation of a vertical one-dimensional infiltration experiment was conducted, see Fig. 2. The flow experiment was
described by the classical Richards’ equation. The selected flow domain was a porous material block 5 m in length and of
infinite width. Thus only vertical one-dimensional flow was taking place. Porous material properties was considered for
highly permeable sandstone (α = 0.075 cm−1, n = 1.89, m = 0.47, Ks = 4.42 cm h−1). The maximal error of a first-order
Taylor series for the Retention Curve Zone Approach was 5× 10−6.
The domain was discretized by an uniform mesh of grid size 5 cm.
The problem was solved numerically using three different approaches as stated above.
3.3.2. Boundary and initial conditions
The initial condition was uniform distribution of the water content, represented by a negative pressure head (h =
−8700 cm), for the relation between the negative pressure head and the water content see (5).
The top boundary condition was the standard Dirichlet condition of a positive constant pressure head+5.0 cm.
The bottom boundary condition was of a special kind. Technically, it is called a seepage face. Physically this condition
states that if the boundary is unsaturated it acts as a no-flowboundary, andwhen it is saturated it acts as aDirichlet boundary
of a zero pressure head. Mathematically, it is defined as a unilateral boundary condition, a combination of the Dirichlet
condition and the Neumann condition. The following form describes the condition
∂h
∂En (x, t)+ ν3(x) = 0, if h(x, t) < 0, ∀x ∈ Γ , t > 0
h(x, t) = 0, if ∂h
∂En (x, t)+ ν3(x) < 0, ∀x ∈ Γ , t > 0
(9)
where En is the direction of the normal vector to the domain boundary, ν3 is the vertical component of the normal vector to
the domain boundary, and Γ is the boundary where this condition applies.
3.4. Results and discussion
As stated in [3] the successful iteration criterion for an adaptive time step of the Eq. (2) is not a sufficient condition to
ensure a certain accuracy if the time derivative term is handled by the implicit backward Euler method. TheModified Picard
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Fig. 3. Simulated outflow from a seepage face with the DRUtES algorithm. The Retention Curve Zone Approach, Modified Picard Iteration and time step
based on successful iteration of (2) were tested.
Table 1
Summary of code execution after the numerical infiltration experiment.
Method Mass error (%) Number of iterations
Retention Curve Zone Approach 0.193 1746
Modified Picard Iteration (6) 0.201 44382
Simple h-based solution (2) 5.842 130
Iterationmethod obtains very accurate results, but the computational effort in the evaluated case is excessive. The Retention
Curve Zone Approach obtains practically the same results, but the total amount of iteration is only approximately 4% of the
amount required for the Modified Picard Iteration method.
This method offers an efficient condition for a numerical solution to a h-based equation based on an implicit backward
Euler scheme, exactly reflecting the problem of the approximation (8).
Although the problem with the mass balance of (2) would be easily solvable by applying of (3), the definition scope of
this equation is restricted to a negative pressure head, and thus it is not suitable for the case study evaluated here.
For the particular results see Table 1 and Fig. 3.
4. Mathematical model of the dual porosity conceptual approach
This section presents an extension to the classical Richards’ equationmodel, suitable for porousmaterialswith distinctive
preferential flow paths like fractures, fissures, etc.
The dual porosity conceptual model is based on some assumptions—the medium is separated into two distinct pore
systems, each of which is treated as a homogeneous mediumwith separate hydraulic properties. The dual porosity medium
is considered to be a superposition of these two systems over the same volume [19]. Darcian type flow is considered both
for the fractures and for the matrix pore system, while the transfer of water is described macroscopically using a first-order
coupling term [8].
The original approaches lead to a system of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. If the parameters are cor-
rectly maintained, there are significant simplifications in mesh structure and in the resulting system of linear equations
compared with direct microscopic fracture flow modeling.
4.1. Governing equations
The governing equation for Darcianwater flow in a variably saturated rigid dual porositymedium, under the assumptions
that the pressure is constant in the air phase and the fluid is incompressible, is stated as [8]
C(hm)
∂hm
∂t
= ∇. (Km(hm)∇hm)+ ∂Km(hm)
∂z
+ α (hf − hm)
1− ωf − Sm
C(hf )
∂hf
∂t
= ∇. (Kf (hf )∇hf )+ ∂Kf (hf )
∂z
− α (hf − hm)
ωf
− Sf
(10)
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the case study for a dual porosity model.
where subscripts f and m denote the subsystem of fractures (macropores) and matrix blocks (micropores), ω is a volume
fraction [–], S is a sink term [T−1], αw is the first-order mass transfer coefficient [L−1.T−1]. This coefficient was presumed
in [20] to be of the form
αw = β
α2
Kaγw (11)
where β is a dimensionless geometry coefficient, α is the characteristic half width [L] of the matrix block, Ka is the effective
hydraulic conductivity [L.T−1] of thematrix at or near the fracture/matrix interface, and γw is a dimensionless scaling factor.
5. Numerical solution of the dual porosity Richards’ equation model
The numerical solution to the conceptual model presented in the previous chapter, the dual porosity Richards’ equation
model (10) is retained in this section. Themethod is based on the technique presented as the Retention Curve Zone Approach
in Section 3.2.1. Thus the h-based form (10) is solved by the fully implicit backward Euler schemewith a time step restriction
based on the retention curve torsion. In this case the zone check is performed for the retention curves of the matrix and of
the fracture domain.
Two different approaches to a numerical solution to (10) were already distinguished in [8]. The both equations might
be solved consecutively by applying an iterative scheme to estimate and update the unknown pressure head vector of the
second pore system, or they might be solved simultaneously. The latter option leads to matrices that are twice as large
as the matrices with the first option, and with some extra bands depending on the problem dimension, but as mentioned
in [8] it provides more stable behavior. In [11], Tseng et al. maintain some domain decomposition techniques to simplify the
matrices by splitting the fracture and the matrix flow domain, but some restrictions in stability are also observed.
The numerical solver presented here was built on a simultaneous solution to the both equations in (10). The unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity function in (11) was defined by the unsaturated hydraulic properties of the matrix domain, and the
pressure head for evaluating this value was assumed to be an average value to the pressure head in both the matrix and
fracture domains. The ratio γw
β
α2
was considered to be a user definable value, as these coefficients are constant material
parameters.
5.1. Case study
This case study evaluates the dual porosity model, which was performed as a calibration of this homogeneous approach
to an infiltration experiment on a rock sample with discrete fractures, see Fig. 4.
5.1.1. Infiltration experiment on a rock sample with discrete fractures
This experiment was conducted on a sample with discrete fractures. The construction of this discrete matrix/fracture
model was model is dealt with in [21], and will therefore be discussed only very briefly here. This fracture model was con-
structed in order to conduct an experiment to obtain data for calibrating the dual porositymodel. The aimwas to homogenize
a rock environment with seismic fractures in the neighborhood to one of the recent major nuclear waste repository in Czech
Republic, Richard–Litoměřice. This model was based on a geostatistic study published in [22].
Fig. 4 explains the infiltration experiment. Highly conductive fracture path-lines over a low conductive rock matrix
were assumed. A cross flow between matrix and fractures was also assumed. Fracture flow has been defined by the
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Fig. 5. Mesh discretization of the domain of the infiltration experiment on the discrete fracture rock sample.
Table 2
Rock matrix properties obtained from [22].
θr [–] θs [–] α [cm−1] n [–] m [–] Ks
[cm−1 d−1]
0.064 0.14 0.01 2.5 0.6 0.0864
Hagen–Poiseuille law (the fracture width was assumed 0.05 mm), and the flow in the rock matrix is defined by a classical
Richards’ equation. The experiment was conducted using the commercially-available FEFLOW code [23]. This discrete
fracture model was approximated by a mesh of 13 595 elements and 6963 nodes with its higher density in the vicinity of
the fracture, see Fig. 5. For a detailed description of the numerics of this experiment see [21,23]. A more detailed description
is beyond the scope of this paper.
Boundary and initial conditions. The initial condition was assumed to be 60% saturation of the equivalent water content θE ,
where θE = θS−θθS−θr , for the matrix pore system, and zero saturation for the fractures.
Both vertical boundarieswere assumed to be of a Neumann kind—no flow. The top horizontal boundarywas of a Dirichlet
kind—a constant pressure head, and the bottom boundary was an unilateral kind —seepage face, see (9), a combination of a
Neumann boundary condition type and a Dirichlet boundary condition type.
5.1.2. Dual porosity flow approximation
A dual porosity model was constructed to approximate the flow on the model introduced in Section 5.1.1. This approx-
imation will be used in some future studies of the Richard nuclear waste repository. As the flow on the two-dimensional
discrete fracture/matrix model is predominantly vertical, a one-dimensional dual porosity model was assumed to give an
accurate approximation of the experiment introduced in Section 5.1.1.
The unsaturated hydraulic properties of the matrix in the dual porosity model were given by the rock matrix of the
discrete fractures/matrix rock sample, see Table 2.
The unsaturated hydraulic properties of the fast fracture domain in the dual porosity model (10) were identified by a
parameter identification procedure.
The aim of the dual porosity approximation was to obtain an identical bottom outflow fluxes and volumes for an
infiltration experiment identical to that conducted on the discrete fractures/matrix model in Section 5.1.1.
In order to obtain the worst possible scenario (the most conductive fractured material), only the part of the boundary
with the highest fracture density as shown in Fig. 4 was assumed for calibrating the dual porosity model.
The domain was discretized by a uniform mesh of 5 cm grid size.
Boundary and initial conditions. The initial condition for the matrix domain was 60% saturation of the equivalent water
content θE , where θE = θS−θθS−θr for the matrix pore system, and zero saturation for the fracture domain (θr for the fracture
domain was assumed to be zero, as stated in [8]).
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Fig. 6. Scheme of the optimization procedure, error 1 only emphasizes error 2 at the beginning of the flow.
The boundary condition was identical for the fracture domain and for the matrix domain. The top boundary was a
Dirichlet condition of a constant positive pressure head+5.0 cm, the bottom boundary condition was a seepage face (9).
5.2. Optimization procedure
The parameters to be calibrated are the unsaturated hydraulic parameters of the fast domain (van Genuchten’s retention
curve parameters (5) – α, n,m; porosity (saturated water content) – θs, saturated hydraulic conductivity KS), the ratio γw
β
α2
from Eq. (11) and the fast domain ratio ωf from Eq. (10), a total of seven parameters. The residual water content θr was
assumed to be zero, as stated in [8].
The function to be optimized is highly nonlinear and non-convex. The problem of the global extremes of non-convex
functions has still not been satisfactorily solved. A genetic algorithm application was therefore used to provide a solution
that is considered technically suitable.
An evolutionary algorithm was applied, based on SADE [24] and enhanced by the multi-objective selection mechanism
known as Average Ranking (AR) [25,26].
The problem of identifying the input parameters is generally an inverse task, where some unknown inputs of amodel are
searched to obtain required, a priori given outputs.We follow the forwardmode of an inverse analysis [27], whichminimizes
the error function defined as the difference between the measured data and the responses obtained from the model. Since
the computational demands of a single simulation of the problem are low, direct search methods can be applied. These
usually need more computational resources but do not require any gradient information. Hence, the only difficulty within
the forward mode is to make a proper selection of the error function. One option is to choose a single global error function
but this is usually multi-modal and ill-posed. It is therefore recommended to select several error functions. It is easy to
incorporate both expert knowledge and preferences for the importance of different parts from among the results, as will be
shown below. Moreover, this methodology permits us intuitively to include further criteria, e.g. monotonicity or minimum
curvature conditions.
By selecting four error functionswe have tried to obtain as realistic an output as possible and also to help the optimization
algorithm during the search to find a Pareto set quickly. All four errors aim at specific physical phenomena during the flow,
namely the beginning of the flow through the bottom boundary. As the unilateral boundary condition, technically identified
as the seepage face boundary condition, was used. The start of the flow can therefore be described as the switch between
Neumann’s no-flow boundary and Dirichlet’s zero pressure head boundary, see Eq. (9) in Section 3.3.2. The next two errors
were identified as the steep middle part of the graph of fluxes and the final steady state flux. This is important for obtaining
an identical macroscopic velocities of this approximation, which is crucial for contaminant transport modeling. Finally the
fourth error was assumed to be an error in the flux cumulation per unit length curve, in order to place the emphasis of
the optimization algorithm on the mass, a very important phenomenon in this conceptual approximation to the discrete
fracture model.
The volume cumulation was related to a unit length of the part of the bottom boundary as seen on Fig. 4 due to the
one-dimensional dual porosity code.
The first three functions were tested on a graph of velocities on the bottom boundary and the time of the experiment,
while the fourth error was tested on a graph of the cumulation of the boundary flux volume per unit length in time.
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Fig. 7. Left: Plot of the fluxes over the bottom boundary of the discrete fractures/matrix flow model and the calibrated dual porosity model. Right: Plot
of the sum of the fluxes over the bottom boundary of the discrete fractures/matrix flow model and the calibrated dual porosity model, due to a successful
calibration both lines are merged in this plot.
Table 3
The ranges of the parameters of the fast domain processed in optimization procedure and its identified values.
Parameter type High range Low range Identified value
Ret. curve par.: α [cm−1] 10−2 10−3 0.00682589
Ret. curve par.: n [–] 6.0 1.5 5.48293
Ret. curve par.:m [–] 0.7 0.1 0.433692
Porosity: θs [–] 1.0 10−4 0.910872
Sat. hydr. conduct.: Ks [cm.d−1] 2.785× 104 1.0 15.9464
Term from Eq. (11): γw
β
α2
[cm−2] 10.0 0.0 8.89911
Fast domain ratio from Eq. (10): ωf [–] 0.75 1× 10−4 0.0292884
The first error function is the squared difference between the times of the starts of flows from both simulations. The
second function is the horizontal RMS error in terms of the ascending part of the graph. The third function was the vertical
RSM error which is intended to achieve the same level of maximal flux and finally there is the vertical RMS error on the
curve of the cumulative fluxes, for details see Fig. 6.
5.3. Results and discussion
The optimization algorithm executed the dual porosity code a total of 1 × 106 times, but the steepest descending part
of the error function was only up to 1 × 105 executions, and the rest of the code runs led only to minor decrements in the
evaluated error function.
By inspecting all visited solutions during the search and also the obtained Pareto front, a dozen solutions can be found
with a zero first error, an error representing the start of the flow over the bottom boundary, thus the switch in the
condition (9).
As shown on Fig. 7, the velocity curve of the calibrated model suffered from a minor error in the steeply ascending part,
thus in the second error, which is of the lowest importance among all the evaluated errors. The third error, represented by
themaximal flux, had again a zero value. The fourth error, representing the volume cumulation of the bottom boundary flux
was so low, that the plot of the curve out of the discrete fracture/matrix model and the curve of the calibrated dual porosity
model are merged.
Based on the results of the dual porosity code presented here, the calibrationwas successful, see Table 3 for the identified
unsaturated hydraulic parameters of (10). As shown on Fig. 7, the dual porosity approximation is almost identical to the
discrete fracture/matrix model, mainly the volume cumulation. This only in fact demonstrates what has already been stated
in several fundamental works [8,17,19].
6. Conclusions
This paper has presented a numerical solution both for the classical Richards’ equation [1] and for Richards’ equation
with a dual porosity conceptual model [8].
A new technique, defined here as the Retention Curve Zone Approach formaintaining an adaptive step, has been designed
and tested here. Its suitability for a numerical solution of the h-based Richards’ equation has been presented on the basis
of a numerical one-dimensional vertical infiltration experiment. This technique is based on reflecting the error in the linear
approximation of the time derivative term (8). This method has been evaluated against two different approaches, against an
iterative solution to themixed formof Richards’ equation (1) and a solution to the h-based Richards’ equation (2)without the
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application of the Retention Curve Zone Approach technique. The h-based solution with the Retention Curve Zone Approach
technique and themixed-based solution offered almost identical results, but the former required lower computational effort,
due to its faster convergence. The numerical solution without the Retention Curve Zone Approach technique suffered with
mass conservation problems exactly as stated in [3].
Based on those results the Retention Curve Zone technique was also applied for Richards’ equation solver in the dual
porosity conceptual model [8]. A numerical solution was evaluated on calibration against data obtained from a numerical
simulation on a rock samplewith discrete fractures—preferential paths. A very accurate fitwas observed in termsofmass and
macroscopic velocities compared to the discretemodel. The resultswill be used in future studies evaluating the contaminant
transport from the Richard nuclear waste repository at Litoměřice, Czech Republic.
The DRUtES computer program has been released under an ordinary GNU/GPL license as a result of this work. Its source
code is available from the public GNU community web sites.
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